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. William Webesterr Dir.
Federal Bureau of Investigation
9th and Pennsylvania Avenues, HW
Washington, D.C. 20535
pear William;
have recently received the enclosed correspondence regarding*"a"
]matter involving your agency, and because of my desire to be
responsive to all inquiries, I would appreciate having your
[comments and views. ._...:....
. , „.
••*. -•
Your early consideration of this matter will be appreciated. If
convenient, I would like to have your reply in duplicate and to
have the enclosure returned.
Please refer to SF, 5-50 ih your reply.
. . With kindest regards, I am
Most sincerely)

LC/jh ~
Enclosure
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__ Senator Xavton Chiles _
lU... If.S. Senate
^__
-_
Washington, D.C- 20510
There la. a situatio» of "grave threat to the constitutional ri«hts .
of United States citizens which I wish to bring to your attention.
Xecent investigations have uncovered the feet that there are currently -•m o d e m day domestic intelligence operations being carried out by both the
IRS and the F3I with cooperation from individuals within the Department
of Justice.
•
..
It was recently reported in the New Tor_ Times and other media that the 133 and 131 were involved in harassing certain individuals and groups
involved in Central Aseriean sctivities. It has been alleged that federal
undercover agents are engaged in disruptive actions similar to those
conducted in the no\* discredited COINTSLPac operations directed
by the F$| in the 196O«s and 1970*s.
Kore recently, the Church 6t Scientology has revealed videotapes
of an undercover "sting" operation involving a disaffected ex-ecployee
of the Church- In the tases it is obviously seen that there is a
multi-agency plan to disrupt the Church internally with hopes of getting
r.id of current Church management and replacing it with individuals
under the control of the government agents involved.
The P3I falsely clained in 1971 that it had ceased all C0INT3LPR0
operations. However, the Bureau allowed that counter-intelligence
operations could be approved by National Head quarters. No one seeais to
have thought that the IRS Crioinal Investigations Divisions would run
. covert operations against American citizens as seems to fe# the situation in
the Scientology matter and has been alleged in the Central American
group's harassment.
jjf i I strongly urge you to support a call for hearings into agency
•^domestic intelligence operations. I don't want us to go back to the days
f of recklessly destructive agency actions taken against American citizens
and groups for ideological purposes. Please write the IRS and F3I and
demand an explanation of the cases cited above and for a full accounting of
all their current domestic intelligence activities.
S incerely yours
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Congressman Bilirakis
.
.
1100 Clearwater Street -™=^-«=—-=«—-~--=-= — —
Clearwater, Fl. 33515
Dear Congressman Bilirakisi
*

.... ...;
-• ,.-—.•; «=*«-.**--=•-,=. .
.

The purpose of this letter is to call to attention violations of the constitutional rights of U.S. citizens and
groups by the domestic intelligence operations of the
Internal Revenue Service and the FBI.
-~ ™The IRS and FBI have again been harrassing citizens and
groups as well as engaging 4n disruptive actions as they did
in the 1960's and 70 s under Cointelpro operations, run by
the FBI. These "operations" were discredited.
The Church of Scientology recently disclosed video
tapes made during an undercover sting operation in which a
former church employee, now turned government agent, revealed
a detailed multi-government agency plan to oust the current
church management and replace it with people under control of
the government agents involved. The video tapes tell the
story.
. The FBI in 1971 made it broadly known that it cancelled
its Cointelpro operations, and vowed to no longer undertake
these broad programs of unconstitutional assault on U.S.
citizens and groups. The FBI left a loophole, in that
counter intelligence operations could be continued as long as
national headquarters gave first approval. Mow what has
since occurred is that the £ft§ Criminal Investigations
Division has busied J.ts*lt * n running covert un-American
operations aginst U.S. groups, as seems to be the situation
in: the Scientology matter.
'•:, Please, fir. Congressman, I urge you to support a call
for hearings into agency domestic intelligence operati-ons.
The United States simply cannot and must not take anymore
backward steps into ill founded and reckless pursuits 'against
its own citizens and groups for some uncertain ideological
purpose.
. «
In addition, 1 am requesting that you write the IRS and
FBI to obtain from them full explanations of the cases cited
an d, asking for a complete up to date accounting of ail their
active domestic intelligence activities.

